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BROOKLYN -- Today, Congresswoman Nydia Velazquez, State Senator Daniel Squadron, Assemblywoman Joan
Millman, and Councilmembers Brad Lander, Steve Levin, and Carlos Menchaca sent the following letter to State
University of New York (SUNY) Chairman Carl McCall regarding Long Island College Hospital (LICH):

February 1, 2014

H. Carl McCall, Chairman, Board of Trustees
The State University of New York
33 West 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036

Dear Chairman McCall,

As federal, state and city elected officials representing the community impacted by Long Island College Hospital, we are deeply
disappointed in the wide gap between your letter of January 30, which claims SUNY has embarked on a process that is “reopened
and publicly transparent,” and your continued actions, which neither correct the deficiencies of the July Request for Proposals
(RFP), nor add meaningful transparency. As we have told you collectively, SUNY's current path is not legal and will not lead to the
best possible conclusion to address the community's needs. As such, we will not participate in this process.

For more than a year, each of us, along with community organizations and healthcare providers, have urged SUNY to adopt a truly
fair and open process with the shared goal of preserving healthcare in Brooklyn. At every step, including at the meeting convened
by Public Advocate James and referenced in your January 30 letter, we have been rebuffed. 

As we have expressed repeatedly, a good-faith effort to solve the crisis at LICH must include a fundamentally improved process,
with healthcare focused priorities and significant community representation throughout. As you know, allotting the community
merely one token representative per committee is deeply insufficient, as is the continuation of the same RFP process that has been
rejected since July.

We have outlined a process to reach a reasonable conclusion. We again implore SUNY to engage it substantively. SUNY's
unwillingness to meaningfully address our concerns needlessly risks extending the process indefinitely.

Sincerely,

https://www.nysenate.gov/senators/daniel-l-squadron/landing
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